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SmartEar allows you to assign different sounds to play for different buddies or whole groups of buddies. When you receive an IM with a buddy in it, a sound plays for you to let you know the person has returned. You can also opt to have a bell sound, for example, or a low tone, or a high
tone. What you opt for is up to you. SmartEar also allows you to define which sound to play when a buddy signs on, or returns from away or idle. So if you have five buddies and don't want to have to remember which sound to play when each of them signs on, you only have to set one
sound to play for the whole group when they all sign on. You can also assign different sounds to play for the different groups of buddies. For example, if you have two groups of five buddies, you can use one sound for the whole group and one sound for the second group. You can easily
set up the sounds you want to play for your buddies, even when you're away from your computer. This is a great way to monitor who's online without having to manually look for IMs in the buddy list or who's online and who's away. It's all just automatic. SmartEar is also a great way to
get people to join your online gaming clan, where you have multiple buddies with different sounds. You can easily set up one sound for your whole clan and one sound for the different clan members. For example, when you join a clan with friends and relatives, they can all hear the same
sound when you're in the game. It's a great way to monitor what your clan members are doing. [IMG] SmartEar Features: Define the sounds you want to play. Define which buddies you want to assign sounds to. Define which sounds you want to play when your buddy(s) sign on, return
from away, or idle. If you select one sound to play for all, it will play for each of the buddies. If you select one sound to play for the whole clan, it will play for each of the clan members. No more finding out if a buddy is online. No more talking to people you don't want to talk to. No more
trying to remember which sound to play when each of your buddies
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With KEYMACRO you can assign sounds to buddies, send audio files to buddies, and make it sound like you're talking to a buddy. It is the perfect 'talk to me' command. FIXME: BUILD 2 is currently not supported. License: This application is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This application is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without
even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details. You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA. LICENSE: The GNU General Public License, version 2 or later, can be found in the COPYING file. 1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to an encoding/decoding method of a holographic
storage medium using a holographic disk, and more particularly to an encoding/decoding method of a holographic disk in which a hologram is recorded on a substrate surface at a high density so that an amount of the data to be recorded increases. 2. Description of the Related Art A
hologram is a pattern in which light having an information amount to be recorded is applied to a material, a grain or a pit is formed in a given shape or size in the material, and the light is then applied to the material, the grain or the pit so that the light is diffracted to thereby record the
information amount. Since the information recorded in the hologram is not a copy, the hologram is not affected by the deterioration of a recording material, such as a photo-resistance. The data recorded in the hologram can be recovered from the hologram because the hologram can be
read out by an optical beam applied thereto. A holographic disk, which is called a DMD (Digital Micromirror Device), is a typical example of the holographic storage medium. The holographic disk stores a diffraction image in a photos 2edc1e01e8
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SmartEar is a personal sound notification system. You can use it to send custom sounds to alert you to: - Messages from your buddies - New people in your buddy list - Return from away - Idle - Subscription to an MSN Messenger service - When your buddy does a specific operation such
as: send an IM, sign on, return from away, or idle Works with: * Windows * Internet Explorer 5.0 or greater What's New in 3.4.1.0: * Key assignment support in Windows Vista * Support for Windows Server 2008 What's New in 3.4.0.0: Description: SmartEar is a personal sound
notification system. You can use it to send custom sounds to alert you to: - Messages from your buddies - New people in your buddy list - Return from away - Idle - Subscription to an MSN Messenger service - When your buddy does a specific operation such as: send an IM, sign on,
return from away, or idle * Key assignment support in Windows Vista * Support for Windows Server 2008 What's New in 3.3.1.0: Description: SmartEar is a personal sound notification system. You can use it to send custom sounds to alert you to: - Messages from your buddies - New
people in your buddy list - Return from away - Idle - Subscription to an MSN Messenger service - When your buddy does a specific operation such as: send an IM, sign on, return from away, or idle Works with: * Windows * Internet Explorer 5.0 or greater What's New in 3.3.0.0:
Description: SmartEar is a personal sound notification system. You can use it to send custom sounds to alert you to: - Messages from your buddies - New people in your buddy list
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What's New in the SmartEar?

SmartEar is a program that allows you to set sound files for different buddies or groups. It also allows you to play your own custom sound for a friend and not allow others to hear. There are two main modes of operation: "Play" and "Unmute". "Play" allows you to choose a sound to be
played when a buddy sends you an IM, signs on, returns from away, or idle. "Unmute" allows you to choose a sound to play for a specific buddy whenever that buddy calls you or sends you an IM. Notes: * If you use the SmartEar feature you must have the option to sound-play enabled in
the Buddy List options (right click on Buddy List or Control Panel / Personal Stuff / Buddy List / Options) * Uses following code : SmthngEar = GetObject(, "Shell.application") if SmthngEar.ForegroundDialog = "Not Enabled" then MsgBox "Soundplay is not enabled.", vbExclamation Exit
Sub elseif SmthngEar.ForegroundDialog = "Unmuted" then MsgBox "Soundplay is not enabled for a specific buddy", vbExclamation Exit Sub end if If Not SmthngEar.Controls.Item(lngControlCode, lngControlName).Enabled = True Then MsgBox "The control you are looking for is not
enabled.", vbExclamation Exit Sub elseif Not SmthngEar.Controls.Item(lngControlCode, lngControlName).Value = True Then MsgBox "The control you are looking for is not set to true", vbExclamation Exit Sub elseif Not SmthngEar.Controls.Item(lngControlCode,
lngControlName).Checked = True Then MsgBox "The control you are looking for is not checked", vbExclamation Exit Sub elseif Not SmthngEar.Controls.Item(lngControlCode, lngControlName).SubItems(0).Text = "True" Then MsgBox "The control you are looking for is not set to " &
lngControlName & "", vbExclamation Exit Sub elseif Not SmthngEar.Controls.Item(lngControlCode, lngControlName).SubItems(1).Text = "0" Then MsgBox "The control you are looking for is not set to " & lngControlName & "", vbExclamation Exit Sub elseif Not Smth
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